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America. No Longer the Beautiful
Written by Cornota Harkins, this article orginally appeared September 13, 2001
On Tuesday morning, an
unknown terrorist faction waged
an untimely and horrific war
against the United States.
Two commercial airplanes
crashed into the North and South
World Trade centers within an
hour of each other early Tuesday
moming. After the first crash the
North tower was evacuated and
rescue workers began to respond
to the needs of the many victims.
Thinking it was over people
crowded into the streets to see the
destruction. Soon after a second
plane crashed into the South tower,
sending its inhabitants into the
street alongside the survivors of
the first tower evacuation.

.
Moments later another
clIps from movies or other
.
'
explosion occurred in the South countnes. Sadly that was not
.
tower causing it to implode and true. It was determmed that the
crash to the ground.
American Airlines and US Air
Rescue workers had been inside . planes had been hijacked.
of the building assisting those who
People ran into the streets
remained inside. Sadly, they were screaming, newscasters huddled
in stairwells reporting the most
killed in the crash.
With all of lower Manhattan current information. Among that
covered in a dismal and
information was the development
frightening layer of rubble and that a fourth hijacked plane had
dust soon followed that a third crashed in Somerset, south west
commercial airplane had crashed of PittSburgh.
into the Pentagon.
The numberof lives lost has not
The wake of destruction did not yet been determined. Families
end there. The North tower of seeking loved ones have been
the World Trade Center collapsed supplied with several numbers to
as well. Images streamed across call. Hospitals in New York, and
the television that appeared to be D.C. are over run.

k
h
If you or anyone you now as
h"
d
lost a love one to t IS crime
h
'
d
against
umamty, our
eepest

sympathies go out to you. Be sure
.
.
that you do not stand alone In thiS
.
hour of need. Each Amencan lost

something today- our sense of
safety.
Tuesday, September 11 is a day
that will never be forgotten .
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Homemade Memorial at the site of Flight 193, Shanksville, PA

The

woid's fifth andsixth

tallest bUlldlngs were crushed
into 1.8 million tons of smoking
concrete and steel, a tomb for
nearly 3,000 people.
6 years, 8 months
Time it took to build the World
Trade Center, from ] 966 to] 973
1 hour, 42 minutes
Tjtnt it took. to dea,tro,Y: t,he
roWer'll;
the first impact to
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3.6mlllion

Magnitude of the ea!tlilt\WlkeUke
tremor caused by
American ,M,llU.llt;llrlllp!IU
hitting the oorth towel'
lSOOOF
Estimated temperature of the
fires ignited by the jet fuel

Bystandc,rs killed by falling
debriS

People who escaped the soulb
tower from above the floors where
the plane hit

Oovemmentestimateof the
value-before subtracting
insurance, pensions or other
benefits-of a 25-year-old man
with one child, making $50,000 a
year at the time of his death

Estimated number of tourists
who will have visited ground
zero by the end of this year

$1;36miUion

Sources: FEMA,N.Y.P .D.,
F..D.N.f.. Port Authority
o/New York and New Jersey, McKinsey & Co., Office of the Chief Medical
Examiner. Justice Department. FBI. New York
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Speed at which a Boeing 700
could bit the towers but still not
destroy them, under the official
engineering plan

470m.p.h.,590 m.p.h.
Estimated flight speeds of the
two Boeing 767 jets that hit the
towers

Police officers killed; 37 Port
Authority. 23 N.Y1>.0.

343

New YOtt City fue fighters
killed; OOwere off duty
658

19~858

Body parts recovered from the
site; 4,598 have been
identified
379,036
Ounces of gold recovered from
the Bank of Nova Scotia vault
(cUITent value: $118.5 million)
3
!\\lguste Rodin sculptures
recovered from the rubble

o

144

Bomb threats phoned in to police
in New York City on Sept. 11

Rings, among the 65,000 personal
items recovered from ground
zero. Other items include 437
watches, 77 necklaces. 119
earrings and 80 bracelets
4
Autographed baseballs found

People who escaped the north
tower from above the floors where
tile plane hit

18
Survivors found in the rubble: 12
fire fighters, three police officers,
three civ ilians. All were found by
Sept 12

92
6
Looting arrests in New York City
on Sept 11
$4 billion to $6 billion
Expected total payout of government compensation to victims'
famities

Average payment to first 25
families who applied

116,000
American flags sold by WaJ·Mart
on Sept. 11,200 I
6,400
American flags sold by WaI.-Mart
on Sept. 11 ,2000
76%
New York City public-school
students who reported that six
months later, they still frequently
thought about the Sept. 1]
attacks

Times, USA Totiay,Atlantic
Monthly

September 11, 2002: A Changed Nation Remembers
Quinn Dinsmore
Grizzly News Editor

the

One year ago, the sound
of a plane flying low to the
ground didn't make hearts beat
faster. Back then, most
Americans couldn't pronounce
AI Queda or locate
Afghanistan on a map. Words
like "ground zero" and phrases
such as "Let's Roll" weren't
on anyone's lips. People
didn't measure a year
September to September.
But last year. on a breathtaking fall day, the
country changed. The
bloodiest day in the United
States since the Civil War left
its mark.
Forgetting that fateful day
does not seem possible for anyone. Anniversary specials
commemorating the attacks
will once again show the
movie-like image of towers
burning and crumbling. A
ghost-like voice on a cell
phone will tell loved ones he
will be ok. There will
probably be photos of the 63
babies born to fathers whose
lives ended before they could
see the life they had created.
Then the analysis will
begin. A year after the
terrorist attacks, America is
distinctly different. .. or is it?
Researchers and journalists

disagree.
Time reporter Nancy Oibb
wrote last week, "The country
is more united, and less; more
fearful and more secure, more
serious and more devoted to
American Idol."
The
aftermath of September I I is
still unfolding.
According to McPheters &
Company/Beta Research
tracking study, women, young
adults, and African-Americans
were most affected, far more
likely to say that September
11th changed their lives than
other groups. They are less
optimistic about their future
and are more likely to say they
are afraid to fly. But people
• still found the courage to return
to work and board airplanes.
A survey by the Horatio
Alger. Association found that
two-thirds of teenagers
believe that Sept. I 1 was the
most significant event of their
lifetime. But as one college
student remarked, "I know it
was a huge deal but I'm sick
of hearing about it."
Since October. the percent
of Americans who think of
themselves as religious has
increased from 50% to 71 %.
But the churches once filled to
the brim are emptying again.
After September II, many
predicted the U.S. would be a

more compassionate and
united nation. Applications
are up for both the Marine
Corps and the Peace Corps
but the Red Cross is dangerously low on blood.
Volunteering and community
service have not risen noticeably.
As for peace, the country
seems on the brink of war
with Iraq and no more
popular with many nations of
the world than it was when
19 hijackers carried out their
message of hate.
Many people still live in
fear, expecting' more
destruction, anthrax scares
and even biological

weapon~. An overwhelming
majority (84 percent)
considered it somewhat or very
likely that terrorist attacks or
similar acts of violence would
occur in the United States in the
near future.
The future of America's
children is also at stake.
Researchers who have studied
the lives of children who came
of age during traumatic times
say today's children may
become more concerned with
family, more attuned to
community, and more involved
in the world beyond their
immediate horizons.
But they may also be less
self-reliant and more anxious,

forgetful and distracted.
There will be children whose
first lasting memory is a vivid
glimpse of collapsing twin
towers, what psychologists call
It is
a flashbulb memory.
formed in an instant of
profound emotion, when a
cataclysmic event bums itself
into memory with all the
indelible detail of a
photograph.
. Most of the country has that
same type of memory. They
can remember exactly where
they were when the first plane
hit, feel the precise rush of
emotions, the shock that
followed.
A year ago, the
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world stopped in horror and a
year later, it will remember the
shock.
For many people, life goes on.
But over 20 percent of
Americans knew someone who
was killed or injured in New
York, Washington D.C., and
Pennsylvania. Those losses will
not fade in a year's time, if at all.
One year later, America is
caught between returning to
normal and finding a new
definition of what normal is. As
Sept. II marks time since one of
the most significant events in
history, the United States is
remembering, grieving. rejoicing,
forgetting and moving on.
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For most Ursinus College
students, the drive back to
Collegeville at the end of the
summer vacation meant seeing
new friends, new professors,
new classes, and yes, new
stresses. To those not living in
the surrounding Philadelphia
area, the initial drive also meant
seeing a vista of the two large
smoke stacks of the Limerick
Nuclear Power Plant for the
fir t time in approximately
three months.
Since the tragedies of
September I I, 200 I, media
hype over expected terrorist
attacks on American nuclear
power plants has caused
anxiety to the many who live
and work near such plants. The
U rsinus community, therefore,
is far from excluded from this
worried bunch, lying directly in
the shadow of the Limerick
plant.
Recently, the government
announced that potassium
iodide (KI) pills were to be

accident."
Although the Kf pills would
help in the case of a nuclear
emergency, it is important to
remember that there are many
type of dangerous gases
associated with a nuclear
reactor emergency, and that
KI pills do not completely
block nuclear radiation from
permeating through the skin
to affect the human body.
Therefore, after taking the KI
pill ,emergency evacuation is
required.
"We have had an emergency
evacuation plan for many
years," comments Debbie
Nolan, Ursinus College Dean
of Students. "But that was a
working plan for the days of
pre-9/ II. After 9/ J I, we
realized we needed a revised
plan."
After comparing the
Ur inus College Crisis
Protocol Manual (which
contained an evacuation plan
in case of a Limerick

handed out to any United States
resident who Iives or works
within thirty miles of a nuclear
reactor; placing those in the
Ursinus College community on
the top of the list.
" I heard aboutthe KI pills on
my local news tat ion during
the summer," sta tes Ursinus
ophomoreGillian Harnitchek.
" But I wasn't quite Sure what
they were, or how they would
help in the case of an extreme
nuclear emergency."
According to the Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission, "Potassium
iodide, if taken in time, (one
half hour to one day before
being exposed to radioactive
iodine) blocks the thyroid
gland's uptake of radioactive
iodine and thus could help
prevenl thyroid cancers and
other diseases that might
otherwise be caused by
exposure to airborne
radioactive iodine that could be
dispersed in a nuclear

emergency) with other colleges,
both large and small, Nolan
worked with a newly formed
Disaster Plan Committee to
revise the manual, and the
evacuation plan.
The new evacuation plan is
expected to include
instruction, or acce si bilityof,
KI pills.
"We ordered enough KI
pills for every member of the
Ursinus Community and then
some," adds Nolan. "The order
is in, and it is ju t a mailer of
time before the Department of
Health sends them to us."
Upon arrival to Ursinus
College, Nolan plans to offer
the KI pills to anyone in the
Ursinus Community who so
desires to keep them in their
possession.
Until then, to find out more
about individually obtaining KI
pills without going through
Ursinus College, contact the
Montgomery County Health
Department.
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The Grizzly staff extends its sympathy to
those affected by the events of Sept. 11

Omwake Party Closed for Overcrowding
Amy8eyer
Grizzly SraffWrirer

A party at Omwake was shut
down early Sunday morning by a
Residence Director because there
were too many people on the
porch.
Omwake, which is located on
70 I Main St., was having their
first party of the year on
Saturday night, Aug. 3 I. Known
for their
dance parties, the
interiror of Omwake gets very
hot very quickly.
People frequently go outside on
the front porch to get a breath of
fresh air and socialize with
others.
Shortly after 12 a.m., two
Resident Assistants who were on
duty stopped by Om wake to
check in on the party. The RAs
told the social hosts that they
needed to clear everyone off the
front porch. Up until this point,
the social hosts of Omwake's
party were very careful and
as to not let anyone outside on the

porch with an alcoholic beverage.
Michael Wilson, one of the
social hosts and a politics major
from the class of 2003, states,
"Before the party I carefully
read through the social event
guidel ines and student handbook.
That is why I was just confused
as to why we could not have
people on our porch. Omwake
has always held responsible
parties in the past. We just want
people to come and ha ve a good
time."
Afterthe warning, most of the
people either left the party or
moved back inside the house.
However, as time passed and
more people came to the party,
people continued to come out
on the front porch.
The two RAs then called two
other RAs who were on duty to
assist them. The RD and a
campus safety officer stopped

by to see what the problem
was. After speaking with
the RAs, the RD shut down
Omwake's party because the
people on the porch were
drawing attention to the party.
Dimitri Brown who was
also a social host and a
communications major from
the class of 2004, states, "If
you ' re having a party, you
want to draw attention. I do
not see why people can't
hang out on the porch if they
are not drinking. If fifteen
people were hanging out on
the porch on a regular day,
they would not say anything
to us."
While this was occurring, it
had been noted that a police
car was stopped across the
street in front of 702 Main St.
with its lights on. Students
passing by quickly spread a
rumor that 702 had been shut

down by the police.
According to pol ice officer
Gerard Milburn from the
Collegeville Municipal
Center, the police car parked
there was making a routine
traffic stop.
Although this situation
upset the residents of
Om wake, Michael Wilson
met with the RD on Monday
afternoon and came to an
agreement. Although it does
not state in the handbook or in
the social event guidelines
that people are not allowed on
the front porches, drawing
attention to a party is
prohibited.
Having people on the front
porches during a party draws
attention from people not
affiliated with Ursinus, such
as the police, who frequently
drive up and down Main Street
and make routine traffic stops.

The Freshmen Fifteen: A Preventable Phenomenon for Students
CaraNageli
Grizzly StaffWrirer

As the year progresses,
college freshmen may find
that they weigh a little more
than they did in high school.
Late-night food from Wawa
and Domino's, all-you-caneat meals in Wismer, and heavy
partying are all parts of the
freshman experience, but
unfortunately they also pack
on the pounds.
The infamous "Freshman
15" is the extra 15 pounds
many freshmen gain during
their first year in college. The
additional weight is the result
of a number of lifestyle
changes and an increase in
stress which causes students
to eat for comfort.
As students spend more
time studying or sleeping, they
are spending less time
engaging in physical activity.

Overeating is common
when cafeteria meals are
buffet-style. As senior Duane
Todd adds, "When you were
in high school, you usually
ate what was on the dinner
table. In college, you don't
have any'one telling you what
you should eat, so you're
going to eat all the bad
foqds. "
Weight gain or loss
depends mainly on calorie
consumption. An intake of
more calories than those that
are burned results in weight
gain. Likewise, if all the
calories taken in are burned,
weight loss will result.
In order to gain one pound,
a person must consume an
extra 3500 calories.
Although that is a
considerable amount of
calories for a small amount

of weight, only an extra 145
calories a day will add 15
pounds over a year.
Alcohol contributes a
significant amount of the
extra calories. One twelveounce can of light beer is 90
calories, and drinking six
cans increases the calorie
count to 1,140, or the equivalent of an entire loaf of bread.
Wine coolers and malt
beverages are normally over
200 calories per bottle.
Some freshmen are already
taking measures to prevent
the weight gain.
Laura Hodges remarks, "I
don't want to gain any weight
while I'm here, so I watch
what I eat and I go to the
gym."
Mark Finley expresses, "I
don't eat as much as I want
to. I'll only get one plate and

then I'm done."
Others are not concerned
about the possibility of weight
gain. George Hackert, who
had never heard the term
Freshman 15, is eating more
because he is trying to gain
weight. Jack Dillon feels that
the cafeteria schedule allows
him to eat on a more regular
basis. "I don't think I'll gain
any weight," he says.
Students do not always gain
weight during their first year.
For those who are concerned
about their weight, there are
ways to prevent weight gain
without giving up the weekend
parties.
First of all, try to adopt
healthier eating patterns. Eat
a salad or sandwich in Wismer
instead of heading to the fried
food section. Only get one
plate of food during meals

instead of going back for seconds and thirds.
It takes almost 20 minutes for
the brain to tell the stomach it
is full, so eat slowly and do not
fill up on food unless you are
hungry. It is also important to
eat at regular times throughout
the day. If you have nothing to
eat during the day, your body's
metabolism will slow down in
order to conserve energy and
you will most likely binge at
night.
Resist the urge to snack late
at night or choose healthy
snacks instead of ordering pizza.
When you drink alcohol, try to
do so in moderation.
Along with eating right,
exercise is also very important,
so take advantage of Ursinus'
new fitness facility as often as
possible. Exercise increases
metabolism. so the body will

bum more calories even when it
is at rest. If you do not have that
much time to exercise, fitting it
in at small intervals throughout
the day will make a difference.
Junior Cara Goldberg advise'S,
··Eat what you want, but watch
out for the beer and stay active."
Kate Gallagher. a senior, adds,
"We just have to compensate for
things. I'll grab a salad instead
of pizza at Wismer, or I'll walk
a Iittle faster to class as I tell my
friend the embarrassing stories
oflast night's fun. Everything is
good in moderation. In order 10
avoid being a Freshman 15
statistic, go to the gym and avoid
falling into the lazy patterns of
college life."
Losing weight is often more
difficult than preventing weight
gain; therefore,avoiding
unhealthy habits early can make
maintaining weight much easier.
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Students on Campus
How do you feel about the condiment packets in Wismer?

Laura McCann, 2003
"I mean withaname likeSmuckers
you'd think it would taste something like peanuts."

Mike Lombardo, 2004
"It's annoying that you can't get
enough and they're all over the
cafeteria. "

Adam Davis, 2006
"It degrades the environment of
the cafeteria. It reminds me of
McDonald's."

Joe Summers, 2003
"If Ted Xaras likes it, then I like
it! "

Too much Liberty in calling it a Diner
Kate Juliano
Opinions Editor

Last Tuesday, two friends and I
went to the new Liberty Diner in
the Trappe Plaza. I was intrigued
by the fact that it was open 24
hours, had a smoking section and if
you had an Ursinus 10, you got
10% off your bill. I thought to
myself, this is all too good to be
true! I should have listened to my
instinct-it was.
On the surface, the place has
great atmosphere. The decor is all
"liberty": red. white and blue booths
that are nice and comfortable.
There are pictures of George
Washington. Abraham Lincoln and
the bald eagle, along with Ameri-

can flags in the windows. I settled
back in the spacious booth and
prepared myself for a good meal.
For 10 years in my I ife, I called
New Jersey my home. Say what
you want about it, we know diners.
We know diners better than most.
In the land of 24-hour breakfast
specials, booth-side jukeboxes and
waitresses that are arguably older
than theestablishments themselves,
Jersey diners are one-of-a-kind.
I'm not trying to compare one to
the other. However, one stipulation of a 24-hourdiner is that breakfast has to be good. So I ordered
a ham and cheese omelet, one of

my favorites. Despite the fact that
an omelet with hash browns and
toast is $6.50 by itself, I reminded
myself that it would probably be
worth the high price. My two
friends both got pancakes and
eggs. The food took abnormally
long to arrive at our table but the
coffee was excellent so at least
there was something to occupy
our time.
Finally, we got our food. We
were all pretty quiet through the
meal. Something about my omelet
didn't taste right so I asked one of
my friends to try a bite to make

sure I wasn't going crazy. She
agreed that there was something
wrong with the ham. If you're
thinking about going with an omelet, stick with cheese, don't mix it
up with breakfast meats. I decided to set the plate aside and
focus on the coffee. The pancakes were on the dry side, but still
fairly decent. However, they were
NOT worth the $5-something that
my companions paid.
In conclusion, if you want atmosphere and good coffee, Liberty is
for you. However, if you're on a
tight budget (and most of us are!)
I'd stick with WaWa ...

Zack's Without the Power
Harry Michel
Opinions Editor

Is it me, or is the world of food
service out of whack here at
Ursinus. There was a time when
there was a peaceful balance between Wismer and Zacks. Wismer
would not always be the most appetizing place to eat and Zacks
would the refuge from the
mundaneness of Wismer. Yes, it

was a peaceful existence. There
was once a time that one could
enjoy their meal to the melodic
serenading of the jukebox. If someone came down with the acute
case of the munchies anytime between the hours of twelve and two
a.m. there was no need for the
long midnight run to Wawa, be-

New Laundry
Detergent Testing:
Bad Idea!
Cassie Stewart
Grizzly Staff Writer

Did you know that pizza is apparently a cool laundry detergent?
Me neither. With the coming of a
new freshmen class, the quad
seems to be getting beat up. Upon
the arrival of the first weekend of
the school year, the residents of
BPS seemed to be having a pretty
good time.
We're at college, and generally
speaking, most of us are looking to
have a good time, but we can do it
.without being overly destructive
and understanding limitations.
Apparently the laundry room was
a victim this year, with pizza in the
washing machine.
If that was not enough, a bottle
detergent was placed in
dryer and then the dryer was
••mc:d on. Then there were some
artis,ts that left their signature wi th
on the walls. Also unnectrash has been present in

stairwells and also the hallways.
To top off the mess, remnants of
last night's dinner was splattered
everywhere too.
The main cause of all the destruction and also violation of quiet
hours, for the most part, seems to
be the result of irresponsible alcohol consumption, which also required at least two ambulances
within the past two weeks of the
academic year.
What plans are going to help
save the quad as well as the residents future and money, considering the costs of repairing, replac L
ing, and cleaning is distributed
among all the"residents housed in
the respective building? Maybe
more RA's on duty or longer
rounds? This might help. One
thing is for sure though; the RA's
this year are definitely earning their
pay.

cause good 'ole Zacks was there.
There was a time when we as
the miserable, unsatisfied, always
hungry and now denied students
could order anything we wanted
with our equivalency and self proclaimed and prestigious Zack
Power, because for God sakes
men and women it was ours, we
had the right. Alas that seemed to
be some time ago; three years
later and changes in prices, staff
and management, and policy, Zacks
is not the Utopian dining experience that it once was. This new,
well I don't know what to actually
call it, but I gues we can try for
lackofbetterterminologycalling it
the revision in meal plan etiquette.
Whatever. I feel this revision in
meal plan etiquette is a violation of
all that is sancti fied of our freedom
of choice and more importantly
our tuition that pays for our meal
plans.
This is the size of the dilemma.
In Zacks, in the pro-choice era one
could charge anything on their
equivalency as long as it fell in the
price range of whatever was the
monetary price conversion of what
it cost to eat in Wismer. If you ran
over, no problem, the difference
would be paid by the infamous
Zack Power, which now is more
like Zack Powerless. This new
policy or revision in meal plan etiquette now dictates to us what we
can and cannot charge to our
"equivalency and Zack Power. I
asked the supervisor of Zacks being that I could never catch up with
the new Manager what was the
reason for the change. The supervisor said that it was because
people would charge things to their

equivalency that wasn't considered a meal. What I have to say to
that statement is that I swipe my
card into Wismer and walk around
in a circle and end up eating a bowl
of a cereal because what they
sometimes serve up there I don't
consider a meal. It seems what
they consider a meal is something
from the grill, pizza section, and
hoagie section and a drink that is in
a cup.
So why can't I have a Dole drink
from the refrigerator to replace a
cup drink? A drink is a drink and
it's apart of the meal, why does it
have to go on my Zack Power.
Why can't I just have a sandwich
and a chocolate chip cookie, why
can't the cookie go on the equivalency? Zacks is supposed to be an
alternative. But it seems Zacks is
now a dictatorship telling us what
we can and cannot buy with our
own meal plan, our own money
people. I mean its not like they're
losing money because our tuition is
paid and paying them. It's hard
holding onto a twenty-five dollar
Zack power on a nineteen-meal
plan when there weren't restrictions and with the rut and lack of
variety that Wismer is in its safe to
say that Zack Power doesn't have
the strength to last half a semester.
If they are going to enforce this
policy they need to raise Zack
Power for each plan. I just want
things to be the way they used to
be. When a man and a woman
could with the power of his meal
plan feel free to buy what he or she
wanted because he and she felt
like it. Is that so wrong people. No,
I say. I say no it is not.

Andy Breuninger, 2005
"I don't like it; not one bit!"

Steve Corrado, 2003
"Tastes great; less filling!"

Orientation Evaluation:
Did you like it?
Alex Sasso-Kurelitsky
Grizzly Staff Writer
Webste.'s dictionary says that
to orient is to "acquaint with the
existing situation orenvironment".
Getting acquainted with a new situation and environment was something that more than 400 freshman
had to do this past weekend as
they came to school here at Ursinus
College. Fortunately. the school
was there to help them through it,
or was it? I don't like to speak out
against the freshman orientation
program that the school held because I'm sure that a lot of work
was put into it and that all the
people who did work on it tried to
make it as helpful as possible, however, I do think that there were
some problems that could be addressed so that the class of 2007
will be better off next August.
One thing that a number offreshmen had a problem with was the
fact that after they had moved into
their rooms there was no time to
get settled in. Instead, there was
number of things that they were
required to go to. The generally
feeling among the class was that
they were being rushed from one
thing to another those first couple
of days. A lot offreshman also did
not enjoy the "Ultimate Mixer"
that was held in the gym on the first
night. Many felt that the games
were too childish and that they did
not help them get to know any
other freshmen at all. Despite all
of this I felt that the biggest problem with the orientation was that it
did not really get me very well
acquainted with my surroundings.
I found myself still with a number
of questions when I got up on
Monday morning and headed off
to class. The orientation did have
some pretty important presenta-

tions that most people attended
such as the talk on sexual harassment and the financial aid information session, but there wasn't much
on getting around and such, which
for me, was the biggest problem I
had. I wasn't quite sure where to
go for certain things. This was
addressed at an orientation that
was held in two parts last May and
June, but that was too long ago for
me to remember it well enough.
Fortunately, it does not take long to
learn the way around the campus
here, and people are nice enough
to help you out if you have a problem so I did not have many problems adjusting to life here at
Ursinus.
So I guess people reading this
may be wondering, if you have
such a problem with the orientation here, what would you do to
change it? To be honest I don't
have that many ideas about what
they could do to better the orientation. I know that like I mentioned
earlier, students wanted more time
to get used to things after they
moved in. In my case, on Iy an hour
after I had finished unpacking my
stuff I had to go to a hall meeting
(which didn't bother me) and then
watch a presentation on the community service project we were
intended to do. Frankly, by that
point I was beat and I know for a
fact that I wasn't the only person
dozing off during the film that they
showed us. I'm not trying to completely rip into the program that the
school and all of the OA's put
together for the freshmen because
I really do appreciate the work that
they did. I just feel that with some
changes orientation could become
a smoother and easier process for
the Class of2007 next fall.

Sound Off!
Want to be heard?
Send your thoughts and
opinions to
Grizzly@ursinus.edu by
noon on Friday.

Remembering Septemberllth:Student Ess.ay
Bart Brooks

enn Brennan
Gri;:;:/y SlaffWriler

"Today, the United States and its
freedom were attac ked by a faceles coward ." Th o e were the
word of President Bu h when
Ame rica became the target of
oversea terro ri m. In the early
morning of September II I" four
p'lanes we re hijac ked and cra hed
costing the live of nearly 3,000
people. The fir t hijacked plane
was American Flight II . At approximately 8:46 a.m. it smashed
into the North tower of the World
Trade Center carrying 8 I innocent
pas engers and I I crew membe rs. Shortly thereafter, United
Flight 175 struck the South Tower
of the World Trade Center stirring
up fear and commotion within the
hearts of every United States citizen. Unknown to everyone at the
time, there were still two more
hijacked planes in the air. Ameri can Flight 77 bound for Los Angeles from Washington, slammed into
the Pentagon with 92 people on
board. The fourth and final hijacked plane crashed 80 miles
southeast of Pittsburgh due to the
heroic efforts of four brave men to
battle the terrorists who hijacked
their plane.
Every American remembers
where they were on the morning
of September IPhwhen these tragedies occurred. 1 was sitting in my
dorm room with my eyes glued to
CNN watching the horrific events
unfold . As the day ended, approximately 6,000 people were listed
missing, many of them civilians,
police and firefighters . 1 couldn't
help but question my mortality and
the mortality of my loved ones.
Michael Brennan and William Ford
are two special people in my life
and the lives of many others. You
see, Michael is my father and William is his long time friend and coworker. But they are not ordinary
co-workers, they work for one of
the most prestigious and honorable
jobs 1 know of: they are Philadelphia Fire Fighters. With over 63
years of selfless service, I decided
to sit down and talk to these "true"
heroes about their thoughts concerning 9/ I I. My questions were
generally guided for both of them,
and they seemed to share the same
passion and intensity for their job.
When asked about their initial reaction about the attacks, my father
responded first. He said, "I have
heard stories about Pearl Harbor
from my father, 1 have lived
through the Cuban Missile Crisis
and even when President Kennedy

G riu.ly Slaf!Wriler

of when the evidence was in fro nt
I was walkin g fro m my soc iology sio n bac k on.
class earl y in the morn ing and Went lt wa n ' t before long the nex t class of me, on the te levision, with the
was assassinated . But never ha
America fe lt such pai n and heart- into my Eng li h c lass. Stro lling wa settled in , and shortly after World Trade Center burning. Afac he then on the morning on 9/ I I." down the ha ll way, I vag ue ly no- that, the second tower of the World ter the class was over, I proceeded
Fire man Ford quickl y jumped into ticed the te lev ision sets on in quite Trade Center was hit. My teacher to gym . eedless to say, the hall the interview by adding, "The e a fe w rooms. When I fi nall y ar- said omething that wi ll never leave ways were q uiet a nd the mood
attac ks hit myself and your father ri ved at the English room several me a long as I live: Look at how was somber. After gym, I had
a little harder because we lost 0 seconds later, the te levision et quickl y people go to judge that it history class. There I saw my hison
in
th e re wa te rro ri m. A lth o ug h the tory teacher, Mr. C lemente, glued
m a ny bro thers and s is ter s w a
pos ibilityoftwoplanes hitting both to the television, and my sociology
(firefighters) and we realize how as well.
vulnerable we are and that our day My English teacher, Ms. Mue ller, towers on a sunny day is very low, teacher, Ms. Chenoweth standi ng
a llo wed the c ia to get in as nor- people are quick to ass ume it was over him. I walked in, sat down,
can come at any moment."
The interview concluded with a mal , and she made a poi nt of the terro ri sm.· After mull ing this over, and as Ms. Chenoweth walked out
somber moment of silence for all breaking news coverage, talking r foc used my allent ion on the of the room, I stopped her and
T he
next asked, VVhat happened?
tho e who have lost loved ones about the te lev ised event. So far, sc ree n.
due to these tragedies. The after- the anchor man was making an fifteen minutes were chaotic and She a ked what I last knew, so I
math of September II 'h will for- ex plana tio n of why the plane frantic. Rumors of a car bomb told her. Then she said, bluntl y,
ever linger in our vulnerable Ameri- c rashed into one of the towers o f going off in front of a build ing in they collapsed.· What? I asked,
can hearts. Although we as Ameri- the World Trade Center. She turned Washingto n. Ru mors of a plane open mouthed. S he nodded. They
crashing into the Pentagon. Ru- collapsed? She nodded agai n, the n
cans are going back to our normal the te levis ion off and the cl as
lives, the one-year anniversary of re umed a normal. After the pe- mors o f the National Mall beingon left. At firs t I was struck by how
these attacks is only a few hort riodended, I remai ned in the room. fire. I re member feeling slightly blunt and direc t she was, but now
days away. Let us remember those Not o nl y was Ms. Mue ller my ne rvous but omehow I rea li zed I that I think of it , how else could she
a
pa rt
of have said it? The in fo rmation had
brave men and women who res- English teacher, but she wa also was
already processed in her brai n, and
cued so many and yet could not my 10urna li m teacher, and th at histo ry.
she was probably dealing with her
Like
a
lways
thoug
ht
that
wa
uch
was the next class I had, convesave the mselves.
own
emo t io ns a t th e tim e.
a
hugely
inappropriate
thing
to
think
nientl y. She sw itched the telev i-

Thunderstruck, I tho ug ht o f all the
lives lost, I thought o f the to wers
gone, wiped out in the present,
remaining onl y in that fixed time in
the pa t. The sky lme wo uld be
fo rever al tered. The Empire State
Build in g would be the tallest skyscraper in New Yo rk. O ther such
nonsen ical tho ug hts flew through
my brai n as I feebly tried to comprehend the event s.
That evenmg, I had re lati ves from
O regon re turn home. And my
mo ther and father wanted to give
the m a nice dinne r before they le ft.
We were roughl y beginning our
dinner when Preside nt Bush came
on in the te lev is ion. The volume
was turned up and every single
patro n and waitress and waiter
and bartender and cook and even
the manager huddled aro und the
telev ision, listen ing raptl y to his
every wo rd . Afte r the speech was
over, everyone re turned to their
table in si lence. My relatives ended
up dri ving home.
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September 11 th: A National
Holiday? I Think Not
Joseph Davido
Grizzly Staf!Wriler

Rob Milstein
Grizzly SlaffWriler

I can remember exactly where I
was when 1 found out that a plane
had flown into oneofthe two Twin
Towers that graced the skyline of
New York City. I can remember
the first thing that I thought; How
could a plane fly into the World
Trade Center? I was in Video
Production class, taught by AJ.
Moore. It was a Tuesday, around
10:00 am. We were called into the
lounge area of Ritter Hall, thecommunications building, and informed
by another professor that a plane
had flown into one of the Twin
Towers. Another professor said it
was odd because another place
had flown into the side of the Pentagon, and that it must have been
some crazy kind of coincidence.
Then the unthinkable happened, at
least in my eyes. A plane came
into view and flew right into the
second tower. My heart sank in

my stomach as I watched as thousands of people were rushed from
the buildings. Then when I thought
the worst was over. the tower that
was hit first went down, collapsing
from the inside. The first thing I
could think to do was start praying.
The second tower soon followed
the first, and the United States was
left without the beautiful World
Trade Center. My professorca\led
us back into the classroom and
dismissed us forthe day. I remember running back to my room and
calling my Mother. I could not
remember if my Father was in
New York City working that day.
I finally got through to her on my
cell phone, and she confirmed that
my Dad was overseas on business. I thanked God that he was
not in New York, but wondered
when he would be able to fly back
to the United States. The next

thing I did was gather with the rest
of the guys who lived at 702 Main
Street. We watched with astonishment as Peter Jenn ings and Dan
Rather unraveled that what had
happened was an act of terrori sm.
The guys and I could not believe
that someone would actually at·
tack our what seemed to be invin cible country . What followed were
days and days of fear, fear that
something el se would happen. I
can honestly say that there is still a
little fear that lives inside me, and
I don't think I'm alone. J believe
that what happened will continue
to hallnt the people of this country,
and nothing can change thaI. So
on the one year anniversary of thi s
tragic event, I will make sure and
say a prayer for the men and
women who gave their lives, as
well as for the well being of this
country, so that one day we can
live without fear.

I hear people dwe lling on the
fact that September I I'h sho uld
becom~ a national holiday, and thi s
brings chi lis down my spine. Yo u
would have to actually compare
the events of Septe mber I I'h to
that of other national holidays that
are uniquely American. These
include: Thanksgiving. Independence Day, Martin Luther King
Day, Presidents' Day. Me morial
Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day.
and Veterans Day .
Then observe the American holidays where Americans were kIlled
for a cause, and therefore. helping
to insti II reason for these dates
becoming national holiday s. Mar·
tin Luther Kinoe was assassinated.
but he is remembered through a
national holiday because not only
was he a great American. but also
helped Immensely in the vigilant
efforts to win civil rights for all
people through nonviolent protest.
Veterans Day honors servicemen
and women who have lost their
lives on the battlefield to help the
cause of independence for not only

Americans, but for other nations
as well. Finall y, I wo uld like to
introduce Me monal Day . r have
put thi s nation al holiday last because of it's importance. Memorial Day originated a fte r the U.S.
Civil VVar. and today thcdead from
a ll wars. and the deceased In gene ral are honored In ce metenes.
churches, and through moments of
silence. If anything, I feel that the
mnocent victims of the savage ter·
ronstlc acts of barbarians, otherwi se knows as AI -Qac.da, on the
tragic day of September 11 " .200 I.
should be remembered as part of
ceremonies during Memorial Day.
Going through the tragic eve nts
that occurred on 911 I, we truly
know what it's like to unite and
Slick together as Americans while
standing up for our nation and its
duties in the war agamst terroTlsm.
Me morial Day re presents the
American condition that American cillzens from all periods of
time have went through and September II 'h should coincide with
the remembrance of other hard
working Americans that have died

through war and hard times in
Ame n ca.
Septembe r I I'h should not, however. be expl oited into its own separa te ho liday because there are
some thmgs in our lifetimes that
just should not be isolated to this
sort of fashion. Everyone will
remember September I I'h regardless of whether it becomes a holiday or not. Why add a labeled
holiday to the calendar when there
is Memorial Day to reme mber the
victims of this horrible tragedy
among all of the other tragic wars
and connicts that have occurred in
the American era'? We must remember those of 9/1 I as it shows
that no one is truly safe in this
world, and that we can only hope
to stick together and unite with our
fellow Americans to ensure "happiness and justice for aiL" We do
not need an isolated hoi iday for the
victims of the I I'h of September,
as just the fact that Americans
have united with each other in the
fight against terror is a celebration
in itself.
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New TV Shows for Fall
Dean Edwards
Grizzly Writer
ing son of one of her father's coThirty-four new shows will preworkers. The show debuts Tuesmiere this fall in one of the most
day, Sept. 17 at 8 p.m.
anticipated television seasons to
CBS hopes to capitalize on the
date.
success of CSI: Crime Scene InAccording to Yahoo TV, Charles
vestigation with the spin-off, CSI:
[ger, former president and chairMiami. The show is produced by
man of ABC and current president
Jerry Bruckheimer (Top Gun,
of the Walt Disney Co., 8 Simple
Black Hawk Down) and stars
Rules For Dating My Teenage
David Caruso (NYPD Blue, Jade)
Daughter is the network's sureas former homicide detective
fire hit. Disney, which owns ABC,
turned forensic investigator Horatio
hopes the comedy will "stop the
Caine. CSI: Miami premieres
slide that saw ABC go from the
Monday, Sept. 23 at 10p.m. Also,
No. I network just two years ago
look for Tom Sizemore (Saving
to third and then fourth behind Fox
Private Ryan, Pearl Harbor) as
in the all-important 18-49 age
detective Sam Cole in the new
group."
police drama, Robbery Homicide
8 Simple Rules focuses on charDivision: LA. The show will air
acter Paul Hennessy (played by
on Fridays at-! 0 p.m.
John Ritter from Three's ComThough still coasting from a strong
pany and Hooperman) and his
showing last year, NBC has hopes
relationship with his teenage chilto strengthen its already powerful
dren, specifically his two daughprimetime lineup with five new
ters. The series' premiere will censhows this fall. Among them is
ter on daughter Bridget's (Kaley
Boomtown, a clever new drama
Cuoco) relationship with the cheatthat presents a crime from several

different viewpoints. All the pieces different from our world today.
eventually come together and lead The drama follows the lives of a
viewers to the truth. The show fictional Philadelphia family and
stars network television newcomer their struggles to make sense of
Neal McDonough (Band of
Broth ers, Minority Report) as
deputy di strict attorney David
McNorris and veteran film actor
Mykelti Williamson (Ali, Forrest
Gump) as detective Bobby "Fearless" Smith.
American Dreams is sure to be a
favorite in this post September I I'h
America; the tumultuous 60s atmosphere behind the show is hardly
the changing world around them .
Both shows premiere Sunday,
Sept. 29. You can catch Dreams
at 8 p.m. and Boomtown at 10
p.m.
Also keep an eye out for The
Grubbs on FOX (Sundays, 9:30
p.m.), UPN's The Twilight Zone
2002 (Wednesdays, 9 p.m.), and
the WB's Family Affair (Thursdays, 8 p.m,),
John Ritter stars in "8 Simple Rules
for Dating My Tennage Daughter"

Theater Booming At Ursinus
Bridget Hussey
Grizzly Staff Writer

rounding the death of influential
Theatre season has begun! jazz singer Bessie Smith. "This
Domenick Scudera and Timothy play is focused on the characters
Raphael will be directing two plays peripheral to Bessie Smith's death.
this semester. Scudera will be The play is linked to social reladirecting "Tartuffe" by Moliere. tions in the South during the 1960' s,"
"Tartuffe is a funny play that ex- informs Raphael. Seven actors
plores, in a comic way, the prob- will be selected to perform this
lem of rei igious hypocrisy. It was play which runs October 9 Ih _12Ih.
Interest in theatre productions is
originally written in 1664, but is still
popular today and can still make blossoming here at Ursinus Colaudiences laugh," says Scudera. lege. This year, over 50 students
"Tartuffe" will be performed No- have auditioned for the two plays
vember 6 1h through the 9 1h in Ritter. compared to far fewer in the past.
Another entertaining play to look Senior theatre veteran Diana
forward to is "The Death of Bessie Dabkowski commented on the
Smith" by Edward Albee. Timo- large turnout, "Auditions that northy Raphael will be directing this mally average about two hours
play which examines the myth sur- lasted five hours. this year. It is

wonderful to see how the interest
has grown over the years."
Ursinus theatre productions seem
to bring the students together.
Many students are relied upon to
make these plays a success. Outside of class, 25-30 students work
on such things as set design and
backstage assistance. In addition
to the students who work on the
production, many classes come to
see the play. Freshmen are required to attend the performances
for their CIE class. Freshman Joe
Scholz comments, H[ think this is a
good opportunity to bring the freshman class together. It is something new and adds diversity to our
curriculum."

WVOU
Ursinus' Pride and Joy
Dana Mazzenga
Grizzly Staff Writer

WVOU: The Voice of Ursinus
broadcasts from the basement of
Bomberger Hall and transmits via
a rather uncommon route: Channel40n yourtelevision screen. As
original as it may seem, however,
television broadcasting for a radio
station is not a very effectiv~
method of exposure.
WVOU was originally an AM station that could only be picked up on
the Bomberger side of Main Street.
In the early 1990's, however, it
expanded to the other side of Main
Street as an FM station and welcomed the Main Street Houses to
"tune in."
"Currently it is still running as both
AM and FM, but most students
pick it up as the audio portion of
Channel 4 on the campus cable
system," wrote Dr. Jay Miller in a
response to an email concerning
how the Channel 4 receiver was
established. He continued, "The
station has explored the possibili'es to begin web casting and I
lieve that the system was started
t year .....
eb casting is the term used for
'broadcasting by way of the
Internet. According to Matt
JMcDe:rm()u '04, WVOU's "GenManager" and "Music Direcweb casting for Ursinus has,
fact, been set up and ready to
the air" since last year. The
's home page would serve

as the place of access. However, McDermott, along with an execuat the last moment, copyright and tive staff consisting of four other
royalty issues thwarted the efforts. members, as well as nineteen curAs it turned ~':!t, a considerable rent disk jockeys, are the backamount of money would have been bone of the station. When there
necessary to broadcast over the are no shows on the air, music is
Internet. Although web casting constantly played. WVOU stays
has not been thrown out of the on 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
question. and stands as one of the It receives an impressive 30 to 50
radio station's primary goals, the CDs each week from valuable
exact amount of time and money contacts with record labels, allowrequired to get the ball rolling has ing the music to always be up-todate, non-repetitive, andenjoyable.
not yet been determined.
There are a number of smaller Presently, there are nine different
goals that WVOU has set for itself shows running. However, without
so as to eventually attain the money a doubt, this number is expected to
and support needed to put web change. McDermott claims that
casting into action. One of these there is a very long list of students
goals is to start a tradition of vol- who have shown active interest
leyball tournaments on campus for the 2002-2003 year. In tum, he
sponsored by the radio station it- is excited to get as many people
self. McDermott claims that this and/or shows on the airas time will
was successful last spring semes- allow.
ter with its final turnout of over 100 Anyone who is interested in listenpeople! Also, other ideas include ing, just tune in to Channel 4 on
having an annual concert spon- your TV set. Anyone who is
sored by WVOU. Once a little interested in becoming a part of
more money becomes available, WVOU should send an email to
McDermott said'he wants to pur- mamcdermott@ursinus.edu.
chase new OJ equipment and CDs McDermott checks his email frefor their karaoke machine. This quently and spends the greater
would allow WVOU to travel all portion of his non-class leisure time
over campus and off, supplying in the station. Therefore, curious
parties with the music and OJ. students are also encouraged to
"just stop by." WVOU: The Voice
services they need and deserve.
The students are the ones respon- of Ursin us is located in the basesible for the future success of the ment of Bomberger Hall, directly
Ursinus radio station. WVOU is across from the Commuter's
completely '
student-run. Lounge.

New Television Shows:
Girl'sOub
John Doe
The Septuplets
Oliver Beene

ABC: 8 Simple Rules for
Dating My Teenage Daughter
Life with Bonnie
Less than Perfect

MDs
Dinotopia
Push, Nevada
That Was Then
CBS:

Still Standing

NBC: American Dreams
Boomtown
In-Laws
Hidden Hills
Good Morning Miami

CSI:Miami

Presidio Med
Without a Trace
Hack
Bram and Alice
Robbery Homicide
Division, L.A.

UPN: Half and Half
Haunted
The ThrilightZone
(2002)

WB:

POX: The Grubbs
Cedric the Entertainer
Presents
FastIane
FJrefly

Everwood
Birds of Prey
Family Affair
Do Over
What I Like About You
Greetings from Thcson

•..................................:• Spring Break 2003 Campus Reps :•
•:
•
Wanted
:
:

I

USA Spring Break presents

:

•

:
:

Earn 2 free trips for 15 people
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica,

:
:

:•

Acapulco, South Padre and Florida

:I

:

Philadelphia Based Corporate Office

:

I
I

•
:

Call TOLL FREE 1-877-460-6077
Ext. 14 Ask for Craig

I
I
I

:

•
•
www.usaspringbreak.com
-..................................I
I

•
I

•
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Redline Visits Ursinus
Fallon Szarko
Grizzly Ad Manager

On Saturday, August 31,
2002, the Campus Activities
Board (CAB) sponsored a concert featuring local cover band
Redline in Wismer Lower
Lounge.
Redline is made up of five
members: lead vocalist Nick
Centrella, guitarist Dan Really,
acoustic.guitarist Marc Storace,
bass guitarist Chris. and drummer Rave. The band is influenced by many groups and singers including U2, Van Halen,
BonJovi, Vertical Horizon, Billy
Joel, and Sting.
Redline began the show at 6
p.m. and ended around 8 p.m.
According to CAB, approximately 60 people attended the
event. The band's set featured
new songs such as Eminem's
"Without me" and Unwritten

Law's "Seeing Red." Older songs
like Tom Cochrane's "Life is a
Highway" and Tom Petty's
"American Girl" brought back
memories for some students in the
audience.
Junior Amy Gooding remarked.
"I enjoyed the concert. It was nice
to hang out with friends and listen
to the music we grew up with. I
liked how the set list varied between decades."
Junior Meghan Rooney, CAB
President. said. "I definitely enjoyed the concert As President. it
was my first activity and I could
not have wished for a better turnout. Redline was incredible, they
did everything from Eminem to
The Calling. I also loved how they
interacted with the audience .and
even got people dancing as well as
singing on stage with them."

Personally. I think that everyone
who attended the concert had a
great time. Everyone was excited and into the music. During
a break, the band allowed people
from the audience to request
songs. Later. an audience member was pulled onstage to sing
with them. Redline has a great
talent for borrowing a song originally played by another artist
and making ittheir own. I would
like 10 see the group come back
to Ursinusand play for us again!
Locally, Redline plays at the
Trappe Tavern on Thursday
nights.
For more information on the
band,ortosee if they're coming
to a venue near you, check out
the
website
at
www.redljnemusjc.net.
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Robin Williams:

Instant Voodoo - Great stress reliever

ANew Man

Lauren Springer
Grizzly Staff Writer
Are you overwhelmed by intense rage or hatred towards omeone and want to puni h him or her
for their transgres ions? If you
think that practicing voodoo i the
be t way to relieve such aggression, you will achieve greater satisfaction visiting your local shaman or stitching your own doll than
by
vi iting
www.instantvoodoo.com. The
website claims to provide Internet
users with the opportunity to send
"naughty barbs to those you love to
hate." Unfortunately for ultraangry revenge seekers, the "barbs"
are about as painful as a Nerf Ball.
After selecting the virtual doll's
sex (females have blue eye ,a red
pout and a set ofBarbie-pink pearls
to distinguish them from the plain,
brown-eyed boy dolls), visitors
have the option of naming him or
her. However, users who hope

Kelly Gray
Gri:.zly Editor-in-Chief
they can tattoo their significant
ex's name on the doll before hexingit will bedisappointed; the only
option is to choose from a I ist of
generic labels such a "boyfriend"
or "coworker."
Visitors to the site can take their
frustrations out on their doll in
multiple ways but, sadly, none of
the methods provide the least bitof
emotional relief. Vengeful pyromaniacs can put a'candle flame to
the doll's burlap body and watch
its eyes look down in horror as
singe marks appear -but that's it.
If someone anticipates watching
the virtual doll bake in a blazing
inferno, I would have to suggest
instead crafting real dOll, taking it
outside, and lighting a match.
Cyber-voodooists can select pliers
as another form of torture. Wherever on the doWs body the pliers
are placed, a pinch mark appears.

a

Greek Corner
The Sisters of Alpha SigmaN u will be traveling to
SaintJoseph's University on Saturday, September 21 stforthe
third annual Speak Up! event. Teachers, parents, and students
of all ages will attend the event in hopes of discussing some of
the issues our youth are faced with on a day to day basis. Such
issues include: violence, depression, suicide. eating disorders,
family dynamks, leadership. and more. The program isdesigned to work personally with the youth of today. The function
runs from 8 am to 3: 30 pm. Anyone interested in joining them
for this important day can contact Eileen Algeo through email at
eialgeo@ursinus.eduorthroughphoneatextension3578.
Students look out for the Sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma in the upcoming weeks. The Sisters will traveling to the
Quad and BWC to collect money and change to benefit
domestic abuse shelters in our area! Students start saving up
yourmoney!
Remember if your Greek Organization wants to submit
any information about your upcoming events justemaillhem to
kegray@ursinus.edu.

The result is the same weak reaction from the doll : a look of shock
and di may that la t about 3 second . There are no virtual tears,
no electronic scream of pain, and
no sense that justice ha truly been
served.
For traditional ists, the site provides
pins with which to stick the doll. I
thought thi would be a good way
to work out my stre s, and more
effective than the other methods.
I was wrong. Upon placing a
"naughty" pin (indicated by kull
and crossbones) in the doll, a dialogue bubble appeared f1a hing a
pathetic message. To make matters wor e, every message is a pun
on the body part in which the pin is
stuck. For example, a "barb" in
the doll's leg produces a message
that reads: ''I'm gonna kick your
*-#@!" That one is the "naughtiest" of the bunch -the rest are

Comparative
Pricing Report:
Healthy Foods
Blake Forrest
Grizzly SlaffWriler
The next time you get the urge to
go on a health kick and want to
head to the food tore for some
healthy snacks, but don't know
which store will offer you the best
prices,listen Lip .
Whether you are a freshman
trying to steer clear of the infamous "freshmen fifteen" or an
upperclassmen looking for a new,
healthier snack, The Grizzly has
what to buy and where to buy it.
Recently I went to three of the
surrounding food stores and
checked out some healthy snack
foods that you don't have to spend
a fortune on. Clemen', Acme,
and Redner's, all located just off
Main Street provide good places to
pick up quick, ea y, and healthy
snacks.
In case you don't have timeto go
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unbelievably feeble. "Don't tread
on me" appears when a pin i
stuck in the doll's foot. Furthermore, there is a limit offive measly
pins per doll, so users cannot simply prick their doll to virtual death.
"It ' s tupid," senior Liza WOltjen
exclaimed about the website. "You
can't do anything good ... it's not
fun!" Liza is right. Whatever
crap of fun vengeful visitors can
reap from the site is ruined by the
fact that they can also choose
"happy" pins with smiley faces on
them. These pins produce sickeningly cute remarks, such as "I need
you," when stuck in the doll (in this
case, the knee .. .get it?). As sophomoreJoe Bosik point out, "Doesn't
that defeat the purpose of voodoo?" To me, the entire website is
counterproductive for those· hoping to find an anger outlet and a
way to voice their bitter emotions.

.

IF nME IS MONEY, HOW COME
I HAVE SO MUCH OF ONE
AND NOT THE mER1

hopping from store-to-store looking for the be t prices, I checked
out six different items that are
available in all three locations.
Instead of reaching for those potato chips to munch on, try some
grapes, baby carrots, or crackers.
Clemen's proved to have the best
price on grapes at $1 .29 per pound;
Redner's followed at $1.49 and
Acme for $1.99. A one pound bag
of baby carrots can be purchased
for $1.18 at Redner's, $1.89 at
Clemen's, and $2.97 at Acme.
The best place to pick up Town
Hou e Reduced Fat Crackers is at
Redner's where they sell for $2.89,
at Clemen's they go for $3.29 and
at Acme for $3.39. A healthy
alternative to cookies are Snack
Wells. Snack Wells Fat Free Devils Food is a steal at Redner's for
$2.09, and sell at both Clemen's
and Acme for $2.49. As opposed
to pudding, try a yogurt. Redner's
again proved to have cheaper price
selling Yoplait Yogurt (60z.) for
$0.55, while it goes for $0.79 at
both Clemen's and Acme. Finally,
replace a bottle of soda with some
JUice. Minute Maid Juice (1/2
gallon) is a bargain at Redner's for
just $0.99, while it hits Clemen's
shelves for $2.29 and Acmes at
$2.19. For an overall shopping trip
Redner's will save y'ou the most
money, but the best store for one
product will vary, depending on
what you are looking for.
Here are some helpful hints to
keep in mind when looking at all
those different boxes trying to decide which one to pick up. The
Food and Drug Administration says,
when a box is labeled "fat-free" it
means that it contains less than
0.5 g fat per serving, "low-fat"
means it has 3 g or less fat per
serving, and "reduced fat" or
"fewer calories" mean that the
product contains at least 25 percent fewer calories per serving
than the reference food. To learn
more about reading labels go to
Food and Drug Administration
website
at
http://
www.cfsan.fda.gov/-dms!
foodlab.html. Remember to keep
all this in mind when trying to eat
healthy. Good luck, shoppers!

Robin William, a versatile performer of both tand up and improve comedy, has gained attention for hi s ab-lib lines and dramatic performances in hi film.

s

A

William advances in his career,
he has chosen a different path for
hi film roles and is urprising audiences everywhere.
Williams was born on July 21,
1952inChicago. BothofWilliam'
parents wanted him to continue in
the tradition of working for Ford
Motor Co mpany; however Williams decided that comedy was the
right path for him . After graduation from high school, Williams
went to theJulliard School tostudy
theater. After J u II iard, Wi II iams
returned toCalifomiaand began to
perform his tand up routine in
nightclubs. During one of his routines, Williams was discovered by
an agent. One of his first television
roles was playing the character of
"Mork" on the show "Happy
Days." Hi role was such a success, that Williams' character
"Mork" received his own television show called "Mork & Mindy."
Williams' show gave him the recognition to start a film career.
In 1980, Williams won his first
movie role in the film "Popeye."
Will iams played the lead character
of Popeye and it was a huge hit
earning $50 million at the box office. As his career continued, we
saw Williams in comedies uch
"Club Paradi e," "Hook," "Mrs.
Doubtfire," "The Birdcage,"
"Jack." His biggest comedy "Mrs.
Doubtfire" earned over $220 million at the box office. His praised
dramatic films include "Good Morning Vietnam," "Dead Poet's Society," "Awakenings," "Good Will
Hunting," and "Patch
Adam." "Good Will Hunting"
was his biggest drama to date earning $138 at the box
office. Withall of Williams' films
put together, he has earned over
$2 billion in the U.S. andover$3.5
million worldwide.
After entering the new millennium, Williams decided to choose
from different film roles than his

regular. Audiences were use to
seeing Williams as the funny man
orthe nice guy. However, in 2002,
William starred in "Death to
Smoochy," "In omnia," and his
newest film "One Hour Photo."
In a recent interview with Entertainment Weekly magazine, Williams talked about his move to the
darker role in films. In the interview, Williams discussed his new
roles such a a crazy clown, a
clever murderer, and an obsessive
film developer.
"Death to
Smoochy," was described as malicious by Wi II iams and he believed
it was hard for movie audiences to
accept him in that role. However,
in "In omnia," which is the timeless murder mystery, Williams
thought the audience gOt to think
about his character and accept
Will iams as the character. It could
be hard for audiences to accept
Williams in a dark character role
because they think of Williams as
funny man or nice guy in his films.
Williams took these roles because they were offered to him
and in most of his films he always
played the gentle and brilliant man.
Williams wanted to play characters that involved a full assortment
of human behaviors. At times,
everyone needs a change
and Lhi was the change needed
for Robin Williams.
Although audiences did not accept
Williams in "Death to Smoochy,"
they did accept him in "Insomnia."
Movie critic, Roger Ebert, gave
"Insomnia" three and a half stars
and commented that Williams reminded us of his dramatic talent in
the film. In "One Hour Photo,"
Ebert gave the film three and half
stars and gave praise to Williams
again in his role. Though it is
involves another dark role for Williams, Ebert says, "You will accept
him in this role because he does it
so well."
Williams in dark roles may be
hard to accept, but audiences are
starting to realize his dramatic talent in these films. Most of Williams' be t film have been dramatic, so
this might just be the ticket.

Healthy Recipes to
Help Out
Marie DiFeJiciantonio
Grizzly SlajJWriler
Just a few quick, delicious ideas
to help avoid the "Freshmen
Fifteen" (or anyone's fifteen):
Reduced- fat Macaroni Salad:
(yields about 3-5 servings)
IngredientsI lb. uncooked macaroni
(lillie elbows are the best, but any
small kind will work)
Reduced fat mayo (my
favorite is Hellman's)
Relish
Red wine vinegar or
mustard (just for an added kick!)
Salt, pepper, ground
garlic
You can add these things if you
choose:
shredded cheese, chives,
and red peppers. They will add
some color and taste but of
course the cheese will also add
fat.
Directions:
Boil the pot of water (add
salt), then add the macaroni.
Let the macaroni boil for

#

around 6 minutes, or you could
taste it and see if it's too hard. if
it is then keep boiling.
Drain the macaroni
completely and put it in a large
bowl
Add about 3 tablespoons of mayo, more or less is
fine just remember the fatl
Add a little salt,
pepper. and ground garlic.
EASY on the garlic. it's
stronger than you think.
Add around I teaspoon of red wine vinegar or
mustard. Again, EASY on the
vinegar. it's even stronger than
the garlic. This is just for that
can'l-pul-your-finger-on-il

flavor.
It relish grosses you
out, don't worry, you won't
even taste iL Add maybe a
tablespoon or so just for flavor.
It's not a main ingredient.
If you want to get
really creative you could add
basil. onions, celery, tomatoes
or any other of your favorite
veggies. Enjoyl
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Volleyball Crushes Albright College
Women Out for Revenge this Season
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Ursinus Look to Next Game
after Loss to W &J
Lindsey Fund
Grizzly Sports Writer

Noelle Bolletino
Gri;:.zly Sports Writer

With a disappointing last season said," quoted defense specialist
record of 8-23, the Urs inu s Rebecca Outten.
women's volleyball team is deter"We are definitely going towin,"
mined to redeem themselves. With added right side hitter Deni se
some new faces and some position Dunchick.
changes, these girls are out for
However head coach, Margaret
revenge. The girls are ranked Pinchock had a more modest outeighth in the Centennial Confer- look on the nights match, "We just
ence, behind such teams as need to play welL"
Franklin and Marshall and
And well they played. The Bears
Gettysburg.
dominated the net, covered their
Second-year coach Margaret side of the court, and played as a
Pinchock is eager to climb up the
ladder with her team, setting a
team goal of earning a number
three spot in the Centennial Confereryce, at least.
When asking sen ior and captain,
Rebecca Outten to compare this
season's team from last she quotes,
"We aren't as young, and we work
more as a unit".
Clearly these girls only see one
direction to go in, and that's up.
Wednesday night, September 4,
at 7:00 p.m., the girls had their first
home game of the season. Their
opponent was Albright College
ranked, seventh in the Commonwealth Conference, with a last
season record of 4-25. They have
a young team with seven freshmen and five sophomores.
Head coach Angela Peirce is
looking forward to a better season.
,(
Talking with Ursinus beforehand
they had nothing but positive outlooks for the night's match.
When asking some of the Ursinus
players how they felt about the
outcome of the game they had
very positive feedback.
"We are going to win, enough

unit as they crushed Albright College in a three game victory . The
games were close, with a first
game score of 30- i 8, a second of
30-26,andthe fin al gameof30-2 1.
Juniors Marie DiFeliciantoni o
and Jen No lan had an impressive
eight kill s, along with newcomer,
freshman Natalie DiFeliciantonio.
The team had a notable thirtyfour kills for the entire match.
Setter, Laura Dougherty and out-

side hitter Noelle Bo lletino each
had ten digs to assist the team 's
victory.
We dn es day ni g ht 's ma tch
clearly proved that the gi rl s were
not joking around when they said
they were out for revenge. They
are on a train heading for success,
and all players are on board. The
girl' s next home game is today at
7:00 against Division nschool, Widener University .

----

Field Hockey Wins Season Opener
Eileen Algeo
Gritzly Sports Writer

The Ursinus College athletic
ItJ)J'02t~am

has. for a long time.
I Dri,dedirselfon maintaining a balbetween athletics and
athletic department supports
academic program.. not takaway from it. Most of this
is a result of the school's
belonging to the Division
hockey, however, was
Wol,liua"o. Division m. In the
has been a member of the
I Patriot League. Howwhen demands of the
Division I Hockey
began to rise. President
$btill'g(~r felt it was PIne to
the values and Boals
hockey program.
iosidet1lt Strassburger bewas no longer P9SOJlllainltain the college 8
view ofathletics while
demand of athletic exthe Division I level.

Thus, in order to stay true to the
principles of keeping athletics and
academics in a balance, the UC
field hockey ~C!..m now competes
on the Division III level.
After talking with some of the
returning players. it is apparent
that the switch to Division III will
not slow down the team IS motivation or hunger for success.
Senior captain Nicole Monatesti
stated. "This presents new opportunities. and that litere will still be
good competition."
. Fellow teammate Amanda
Young shares the same feelings.
Young mentions. "We are playing
top Divisionm teams. Some of the
Division III teams are better than
the Division I teams. I expect us to
be good -to come-out and show
the Division III teams in our conference they should be afraid of

us."
The players are not the only
members who are ready for a new
season. The Bears' Head Coach
Laura Moliken, along with Assistant Coach Gabe Moliken, are re-

turning for the fourth season.
HeadCoachMolikenisagraduate of Old Dominion University
where she was captain of her field
hockey teamduringhersenioryear.
Moliken was named a Second
Team All-American. and moved
on to play for the U.S. National
Team.
Gabe Moliken is also a graduate
of ODU. He has spent many summers working at ODU camps as a
- coach for high school goalies. as
well as working with the Hockey
Futures Program. Thus it is.a safe
assumption that these qualified
coaches will continue to lead this
team of motivated players to excellence.
The team's anticipations were
finally put to the test as they began
their season going head to head
with York on Tuesday September
3,2002. The game was held off the
UC grounds, and was bauled out
on York territory.
The Bears started on top when
Crystal McCamey knocked in a
goal off an assist from Amanda

Young. The Spartans were quick
to fire back leaving the score at
I-I at the half.
Ashley Ettinger came through
with a goal off another assist
from Yo~ng to bring the game to
2-1. Jackie Kram added yet another goal only a minute later off
a penalty stroke. With only two
minutes remaining, Eden Swick
fed the ball to Jess Shellaway
who knocked it in, ending the
game at 4-1.
Senior captain Nicole
Monatesti pulled through with ten
saves in the goal.
While this was only the fmt of
the eighteen games scheduled, it
was indeed a promising start.
The UC Bears are scheduled to
play their first home game today
at 4 p.m. against Lebanon Valley.
.
So. come check out the flIed
up Bears. They are as ready as
ever to play with just as
much,They may be in a new
division. but they will always be
in a league of their own.

Before the Ursinus football team
even began to prepare for their
season opener at Washington &
Jefferson, Coach Pete Gallagher
knew they were in for a game.
W&J' s roster holds 130 kids.
They lost only four starters from
last season 's team - a team that
went undefeated in the regul ar
season and made it to the second
round of playo ffs.
They are ranked 7'h among Division III colleges in the country.
In other words, they are good.
So the loss to W &J last Saturday , 63-20, wasn' t an unexpected
coming to the Bears. Last season
they fell to the Presidents 16-7
with a lot of senior experience.
This year the Bears playa good
dozen starters that just began their
freshmen fall semester.
"The young kids learned where
they need to get to to be a top
caliber Division 1Il team ," said
Gallagher. "They were sort ofbaptized as freshmen this weekend
playing against such agood team."
W &J scored just over two minutes into the game when Joey
Nichols ran in from three yards
out.
Early on in the second quarter,
with the Presidents up 14-0, freshman Adam Schmidt stepped in
front of a pass and ran the interception for 99 yards to put the
Bears on the scoreboard.
"We were able to move the ball
successfully against a very good
team," said Gallagher. "We had
some mistakes that we just can't
have in order to beat a good team
likethis. Wejumpedoffsidesthree
or four times in the first half, which
made our defense go back out onto
the field, and it wore them down
early. Defensively, we had way
too many coverage mistakes to
win."

In the second half, Josh Kemp
recovered a fumbl ed punt on the
Pres ide nt 2 1-yardline. G a ry
Sheffield ran it in five plays later,
and freshman QB Vince Gallagher
found Greg Furman to complete
the two-point conversion.
Ursinus trailed only 28-20 in the
middle of the third before W &J
scored 35 unanswered points.
"With that many kids on the
roster, by the fourth quarter, W &J
was putting in kids that don ' t ever
really get to play," said Coach
Gallagher. "By that time we were
like a punch-drunk boxer. Those
kids are out there trying to get the
attention of their coaches, and in
tum making real nice plays out
there in the fourth quarter. "
Sheffield fini shed the game with
93 yards on the ground. Jon Craig
led the defense with 14 tackles.
"I think not having any scrimmages against another opponent
prior to this was a problem," said
Gallagher. "We made some of
those first game mistakes like jumping off-sides.
" From this loss, however, we
now know that we need to be in
better shape cardiovascular. It
was a hot day and that could have
had something to do with it, and we
were playing on a surface that we
really weren ' t used to," continued
Gallagher.
The Bears have off next week in
hoping to regain their composure
for their game at F&M on the 21 ".
"The W &J game is now behind
us, and it means nothing about our
post-season
hopes,"
said
Gallagher. "We need to tighten up
our special teams. playa mistakefree game, and just see how good
we can be."
The Bears first home opener
will be September 28'h against
McDaniel at I :00 p.m.

This Week
in Sports
Thursday, September 12
Women's Soccer vs. Eastern, 4:00pm
Volleyball vs. Widener, 7:00pm
Field Hockey vs. Lebanon Valley; 4:30pm

Saturday, September 14
Men's Soccer vs. Wilkes, 4:00pm
Volleyball at Lebanon Valley Tourney, 9:00am
Cross Country at Lebanon Valley

'fuesday, September 17
Volleyball atGwnedd-Mercy,TBA

Wednesday, September 18
Men's Soccer at DeSales, 4:00pm
Women's Soccer vs. Widener, 4:00pm
Field Hockey at Washington, 4:30pm

Women's Soccer Lose Back-to-Back in OT
UndseyFund
Griwy Sports Writer

Women's Soccer team
,,~ne:d their 2002 season over
Day weekend with two wins
st Wilkes and Mt. Saint
's in the Ursinus Invitational.
this to the hard work put
by every girl on that roster.
just put in a brand new
and the girls adjusted well,"
Head Coach Bill Bonewitz.
very happy with their perfor-

"We really wanted to be unified
with a purpose in mind this year,
and that purpose was success."
continued Bonewitz. "We wanted
each player to achieve her best
and be even better the next day."
The team returned nine seniors
this season. Included in that is
Jessica Hichuck who was elected
as a team captain as a junior. but
decided to study in Spain over the
fall semester last year.

"She's just a great leader and a
wonderful soccer play," said
Bonewitz.
Also returning is Courtney Barth,
who in the first two games of this
season, surpassed the record list to
become the career record holder
for points in a career and goals in
a career.
"Every year we lose players,
and we always look towards the
future, not the past." said

Bonewitz. "Every year new kids
come, and we miss the kids that
leave. "
The players that came this year
in the freshmen class. according to
Bonewitz, are making big impacts
on the program. Fourplayers were
added to the roster. two of which
being goalkeepers, all which he
notes are extremely talented and
playing extremely well.
In her first weekend of play,

freshy Meagan McGuire had two
goals and three assists.
"She didn't have too bad of a
start," said Bonewitz.
This past weekend, the Bears
seemed to be cursed as they lost
both games of the Drew Classic 1o in overtime.
On Saturday. Emily LaFevre
registered eight saves for the Bears
but with four minutes remain ing in
the second overtime. Arcadian

player Danielle Gallagher scored
an unassisted goal.
On Sunday then, despite strong
defensive efforts from Denise
Cook andJen Cohen, Rachel Moss
of the hosts Drew team scored in
the 97,h minute, to give the women
their second straight loss in OT.
The women play today against
Eastern at 4:00 p.m.

NEW THIS YEAR IN THE
GRIZZLY!
What can The Grizzly do for you~
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Tired of your boring dorm room? Think it could use a little
redecorating?! Then SWAPPIN' SUITES is just the contest
for you!
SWAPPIN'SUITES APPLICATION - Carpenter or Designer Application

Which position are you interested in?

What experience do you have?

~

In 50 words or less, tell us why you want to participate in Swappin' Suites!

SWAPPIN' SUITES APPLICATION - Room Application
Team 1:
Names (include year and major):
1

2
3
Campus Address:

Campus phone number:
In 50 words or less, tell us why you want to swap rooms!

Whatis Swappin'Suites?
lL's the UrsinusCollege version of
a popular television program that
give two sets of friend thechance
to re-decorate each others' rooms
with the help of two designers, a
carpenter, and a mini cule budget.

the following Thursday, September26 lh . Contestants will be announced in the October 3'dGrizzly and the swap will take place
during Fall Break, October J 921.

What are the rules?
I.
All roommate from both
How do I apply?
team mu t agree to participate
and will agree to follow all cotltest
Swappers: Roommates from two rules.
different rooms fill out one of the 2.
All contestants who are
appl ications in The Grizzly and cho en to participate must agree
send it in to Dr. Edwards (Ritter to remain on campus during the
I07) or drop it off in lheSwappin' entire Fall Break
Suites box in Wismer Lobby.
3.
All contestants agree to
be photographed for and quoted
Carpenters and Designers: Fill in The Grizzly duri ng the contest.
outtheapplication in The Grizzly 4.
All contestants agree to
and send it to Dr. Edwards (Ritter abide by the housing contract:
I07)ordrop itoffin theSwappin'
Suites box in Wismer Lobby.
· No halogen lamps.
· No heat generating electrical
Ho·w are contestants
equipment (i.e. space heaters).
chosen?
· Nothing can be pasted, glued,
The campus will vote for the con- nailed, tacked or secured in any
testants they want to see swap way on the walls, ceilings. or fursuites.
niture.
No student shall (a) remove
What happens if I am not from the room any fumiture,equippicked?
ment or property belonging to the
Don ' tsweatit! Wewillbedoing College,(b)removefumiturelrom
this again next semester, based on lounges for room use, (c)alteror
reader response.
tamper with the Installed heating
or electrical systems, or(d) Hlter
What's the deadline?
the floor, walls, ceilings. or furniThe deadline for applications is ture.
Friday, September 20 by 12 · Pets, except for small fish in
noon. The campus will vote on aquariums, are prohibited.

You can redo your single, double,
triple, or common room!

Say goodbye to boring, empty walls and
unorganized closets!
SWAP SUITES TODAY!
Team 2:
N ames (include year and major):

1
2
3

Applications must include 2 teams.
Teams, designers and the carpenter must be on
campus for Fall Break
All participants must be willing to be interviewed
and photographed by The Grizzly staff during the
contest.

Campus Address:

Campus phone number:
In 50 words or less, tell us why you want to swap rooms!

Submit these
applications to The
Grizzly by 9/20/02!
You can drop them in
•
Dr. Edwards office or
in the box in Wismer
Lobby!

